FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VMAC ENTERS THE RENTAL MARKET WITH THE G30 GAS ENGINE
DRIVEN AIR COMPRESSOR
Nanaimo, BC, February 2, 2018 – VMAC has entered the equipment rental market, leading with the VMAC 30 CFM G30 gas
engine driven air compressor. The VMAC G30 is the most affordable gas driven rotary screw air compressor available, and now
for the first time it is available to equipment rental customers.
“There’s been tremendous growth in the equipment rental market in recent years, and the market is expected to continue to
grow over the next ten years,” says Mike Pettigrew, VMAC’s Marketing Manager. “VMAC has responded to rental customers’
requests for a lightweight, compact, and powerful air compressor for short-term jobs, and the G30 is the perfect solution.”
The VMAC G30 produces 30 CFM at 100% duty cycle, which means no time is wasted waiting for air, and no air receiver tank is
required. This allows operators to work more productively, and complete jobs faster. The G30 is lightweight, weighing just 205
lbs, and compact, making it ideal for mobile applications.
Common tools powered by the VMAC G30 include ¾” impact wrenches, backfill tampers, 2” horizontal grinders, chipping
hammers, die grinders and more. The G30 is popular with light/medium duty mobile mechanics, mobile tire service technicians,
and light duty contractors.
“We’re very excited to enter the rental market with the VMAC G30,” says Pettigrew. “As part of the G30 launch, VMAC will be
exhibiting for the first time ever at the American Rental Association’s The Rental Show in New Orleans this February.”
VMAC will be exhibiting at the Rental Show, February 19-21 in booth #2631. The VMAC G30, which is 50% lighter and smaller
than competing compressors, will be on display in the booth. Attendees are invited to the booth to see the G30, which will be
offered to attendees at a special in-show promotional price.
For more information visit www.vmacair.com.
##
About VMAC
VMAC Global Technology Inc. designs and manufactures the most compact and powerful mobile air compressors and multipower systems available. VMAC (Vehicle Mounted Air Compressors) has earned a reputation for extraordinary build quality,
durability and reliability in extreme conditions, among operators and fleet managers in the mobile mechanic, tire service,
utilities, mining, oil and gas, and construction industries.
VMAC is one of the only true air compressor manufacturers in North America, engineering and manufacturing air compressors
and multi-power systems in British Columbia, Canada. Having complete quality control of the manufacturing process allows
VMAC to confidently back their air compressors with a VMAC Lifetime Warranty.
VMAC mobile air compressors and multi-power systems are sold through an extensive network of Dealers with locations
throughout North America, United Kingdom, Europe, New Zealand, Australia, and the Middle East.
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